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PayU Global B.V. and all of its subsidiaries (collectively referred to as PayU) operate as a payment service
and fintech provider in a highly regulated international environment. PayU is committed to conducting its
business in compliance with the relevant economic and trade sanctions (sanctions) laws and with proper
regard for ethical business practices in all jurisdictions in which it operates, through identifying, mitigating
and managing the risk, not simply because it is required to, but it is the right thing to do. PayU recognises
that failure to comply with relevant sanctions laws or to prevent or manage this risk would not only
constitute a breach of legal and/or regulatory requirements but would also represent a failure to abide by
broader community expectations and could carry significant reputational damage, legal and regulatory
action and financial loss.
The PayU Global Sanctions & Export Controls Policy (“Policy”) complemented with the (local) Sanctions &
Export Controls Procedures of PayU Global B.V. subsidiaries are an integrated set of documents.
PayU Global Legal and Compliance department is the policy document owner of the PayU Global Sanctions
Policy. PayU subsidiaries Legal and/or Compliance departments are the procedure document owner(s) of
the local PayU Sanctions procedures.
PayU strives to ensure all business activities are performed in line with integrity standards including
international standards around sanctions. In order to achieve this goal, PayU will make decisions to ensure
proper screening against sanctions is in place for both the clients PayU works for (merchants, consumers),
people we do business with (vendors) and also our own people (key staff).

Purpose
This policy establishes the minimum PayU Group expectations
of its risk management and compliance with its sanctions
obligations and sets out PayU’s approach towards sanctions.
PayU recognises the importance of a well-designed and
complete Sanctions & Export Controls framework and in
addition, that it is of paramount importance that it is
effectively implemented and percolated into the business at a
local level. This is why the PayU local Sanctions & Export
Controls Procedures will provide details how the Policy is
effectively implemented at a local level.
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While the Policy is drafted to read as a stand-alone sanction
policy for the PayU group, it has been designed in line with
the standards and policies that are set by PayU’s parent,
Prosus N.V. (Prosus). Accordingly, PayU’s Sanctions & Export
Controls Program consists of the following three core pillars:
(i)
(ii)

Prosus Sanctions & Export Controls Framework
PayU Sanctions & Export Controls Policy (this
document)

(iii)

Prosus
Framework

PayU Sanctions
Program

PayU Sanctions
Program

PayU Local Sanctions & Export Controls
Procedures

•Prosus Sanctions & Export Controls Program

•PayU Sanctions & Export Controls Policy
•PayU local Sanctions & Export Controls
Procedures

Prosus Sanctions & Export Controls Program
Prosus operates a global group of companies across
numerous jurisdictions. Accordingly, its sanctions framework
provides that all the group companies (which includes the
PayU group) should at a minimum (in addition to any local or
higher standard imposed on a group company) comply with
the US (OFAC) and EU sanctions, given that these 2 sanctions
programs are the most comprehensive.
Sanctions compliance is a highly specialised area of law and
risk management. Accordingly, Prosus has empaneled expert
US and European external counsel to continuously advise on
sanctions compliance.
In this regard the Prosus compliance program operates as
follows:
• Every quarter a schedule of applicable US and EU
sanctions is distributed to all relevant general counsel
within the Prosus Group;
• Prior to any group company for which the relevant
general counsel is responsible launches a business in a
new market, the schedule of sanctions is consulted to
check whether the country is subject to any sanctions;
• if it is, then checks are undertaken to determine whether
the proposed business falls within the scope of activity
prohibited by the sanctions (including dealing with
individuals or organisations which may be on any Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons list ("SDN
List”)); and
• if the activity is prohibited by the sanctions (or it is unsure
as to whether the sanctions apply or not) expert advice is
sought on how to proceed (or not) in a manner which
avoids any potential sanctions failure;
In addition, if a Prosus Group company has an existing
business in a country that is subject to sanctions, then the
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updated schedule published each quarter is watched closely
for any change to the sanctions regime.
PayU Sanctions & Export Controls Program
PayU Global is committed to follow the Prosus Sanctions &
Export Controls Compliance program and to review the Policy
every quarter with receiving the update Sanctions from
Prosus and in the event that new high-risk Sanctions are
issued. The results from this review is attached to this policy
in Appendix III. This is the updated Sanctions list containing
details regarding the sanctioned countries selected by PayU
and which Sanctions are implemented. In the event that a
Sanction is added or removed from the list PayU Global will
reach out to the local teams to request implementation and
to update the PayU local Sanctions Procedures.

PayU Scope
This policy applies to all countries and jurisdiction in which
PayU operates and extends to any addition countries or
jurisdictions where PayU has active registrations or licences.
This policy applies to all PayU employees acting in any
capacity, including directors, secondees, people of work
experience, contractors, authorised representatives and
consultants of PayU.
When designing its Sanctions framework, PayU has been
cognisant of the importance of local compliance in the
countries and markets it operates in, and not just with a top
down delegation of global policies that might not necessary
address local country rules and regulations. In the event that
local laws and regulations in the countries and jurisdictions in
which PayU operates provide a higher standard of sanctions
regulation or imposes additional sanctions obligations, then
these will be measured in addition to this policy. Any conflict
between the level imposed by this policy and local law, the
higher standard will prevail, this will be reflected in the Local
Sanctions Procedure.
This policy sets out the minimum set of standards that PayU
seeks to adhere to in order to comply with all applicable
sanctions and the Prosus sanctions framework. This policy is
open to review and modification on an on-going basis based
on information and advice received from external experts,
external counsel, PayU Legal and Compliance departments
and the Prosus group.
The objective of this document is to provide information on
how the PayU’s Sanctions & Export Controls Program will
assess, monitor, report and manage the PayU Sanctions &
Export Controls Program.

The scope of PayU’s Sanctions & Export Controls Program is
implemented in accordance with the following elements:
1. Regulatory Framework
2.
3.
4.

PayU’s approach to Sanctions & Export Controls
Reporting and Screening
Training

Regulatory Framework
While PayU must comply with sanctions laws in any
jurisdiction in which it does or seeks to do business, all PayU
subsidiaries are subsidiaries of a Dutch entity (PayU Global
B.V.) and accordingly at a minimum are required to comply
with European Union Sanctions and as a Prosus group
company are committed to complying with OFAC sanctions.
Sanctions come in many forms, but the most common types
of sanctions are:
• Sanctions regarding asset freezing
• Restrictions on financial markets and services
• Cease of the business related to a sanctioned country,
person, entity etc.
Sanctions prevents the use of all financial resources by or for
the benefit of a designated person, entity or regime (the
target); it is irrelevant that the funds and purpose of the
transaction are legal.
European Union Sanctions
Sanctions against third countries, individuals or entities, are
an essential European Union (“EU”) foreign policy tool that it
uses to pursue objectives in accordance with the principles of
the Common Foreign and Security Policy. Certain EU
measures are imposed by resolutions adopted by the UN
Security Council. The EU may decide to apply autonomous
measures in addition to the UN's measures or adopt
restrictive measures autonomously. Regulations from the EU
are directly applicable in all EU Member States. They have a
general application and are binding in their entirety. EU
Regulations take precedence over conflicting measures of a
Member State.
The EU imposes its restrictive measures (regulations) to bring
about a change in policy or activity by the target country, part
of a country, government, entities or individuals. They are
preventive, non-punitive instruments that should allow the
EU to respond swiftly to political challenges and
developments. The uniform and consistent interpretation and
effective implementation of the restrictive measures is
essential to ensuring their effectiveness in achieving the
desired political objective.
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OFAC Sanctions
The Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Asset Control
(“OFAC”) administers and enforces economic sanctions
imposed by the United States against foreign countries. OFAC
administers a number of different sanctions programs. The
sanctions can be either comprehensive or selective, using the
blocking of assets and trade restrictions to accomplish foreign
policy and national security goals. Some sanctions are more
restrictive than others, and apply to the whole country, while
others are specifically target certain individuals or entities
within a country.
OFAC can also designate persons and entities (including
persons and entities in the United States) as Specially
Designated Nationals ("SDN List"). When entering into a
possible business relationship with a new merchant, it is
critical to check the SDN list for the name of the person or
entity with which PayU is entering into a relationship with.

PayU’s approach to Sanctions
The Global Leadership team of PayU sets the “tone at the
top” by ensuring that policies, systems, and procedures are in
place and adhered to in order to achieve a compliant
environment regarding the PayU Sanction Program. This
creates a culture of compliance, lead from the top, which
fosters a collective responsibility throughout the business to
ensure compliance. In order to achieve our goals under the
PayU Sanction Program the PayU Global Management team
provides a clear message statement towards the PayU
employees with regard to the Sanction Program and act as a
role model towards the PayU employees.
As the EU and the OFAC have imposed economic sanctions on
dealings with a number of countries and individuals. A
violation of these economic sanctions may lead to civil and
criminal liability of PayU and its employees involved. The
economic sanctions do not typically prohibit all business
activities regarding a certain country. In many cases, PayU
may still carry out assignments in those countries. There are
detailed legal requirements that specify which activities are
prohibited or restricted. In each scenario PayU seeks
guidance through a memorandum to receive basic guidance
to determine whether restrictions apply in carrying out
assignments with respect to the sanctioned countries.
Sanction Export Controls
PayU is committed to complying with export control and
sanctions laws and regulations in the conduct of its activities.
These export control and sanctions laws and regulations (1)
restrict the export of specified items, including certain
equipment, software, materials, technology, and services, and
(2) prohibit certain interactions with countries, persons and
entities against which the UN, EU, U.S. governments has
issued sanctions or embargoes.

In practice this means that:
• We do not export controlled goods without the required
governmental approvals and licenses. Controlled goods
need to be registered with the applicable authorities and
also need a license before they are exported;
• We do not provide prohibited products and/or services to
sanctioned individuals or organisations. Sanctions can
prohibit certain products or services from being provided
to certain individuals or organisations;
• We classify all goods that could be restricted by Sanctions
(including looking at their end-use) and are aware of any
applicable export restrictions and license requirements;
• We know who we do business with. Unethical conduct by
third parties can have a serious effect on our reputation.
As Sanctions can restrict business activities with
individuals and entities, we perform an appropriate level
of screening of our third party.
Red flags are:
• We want to do business in a territory that is subject to
Sanctions;
• Our customer is located in a territory that is subject to
Sanctions;
• Our customer is subject to Sanctions;
• Our goods will be exported to a territory that is subject to
Sanctions;
• We are exporting controlled goods
• Unusual transaction behaviour
Things to think about with regards to applying US legislation:
• My product includes US technology;
• My supplier is located in the US;
• US persons are involved in management decisions

Screening and Reporting
PayU implemented a comprehensive screening procedure in
addition to the Know Your Customer checks that are
performed by all the PayU subsidiaries. The screening and
reviewing of the results are performed by the PayU
Operational Risk teams. In the event of a possible positive
match or in any event that maybe seen as a red flag the
Operational risk manager will align with the local Legal and
Compliance team.
PayU uses external vendor software to assess, investigate and
monitor its merchants and consumers against databases of
high-risk persons and entities. The screening goes further
than the EU, UN and OFAC sanctions lists and contain among others – the following lists:
• Sanctions lists and other official lists
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• Politically Exposed Persons and their Relatives and Close
Associates
• Special Interest Persons (High Profile Criminals)
• State Owned Companies
• Adverse Media Entities
Merchant Screening
All the PayU entities screen on the moment a new merchant
is on-boarded, in addition the full merchant database is
screened every 3 months in order to check if any new
updates regarding the warning lists do not match the PayU
merchant database. With the screening PayU screens:
• the directors/Representatives/Board Members
• the entity
• the Ultimate Beneficial Owner (the “UBO”)
PayU will also screen in the event that PayU is notified of a
change in ownership or when there is a replacement of any of
the known directors. In this event PayU will screen the new
persons/entities against the lists in order to confirm the
compliance of PayU with the different sanctions lists.
In the countries where in accordance with the PayU Customer
Due Diligence Guide simplified due diligence is applicable
(among others for stock listed companies and licensed
institutes) PayU will take reasonable measures it can take to
assure appropriate screening is done against the sanctions
and warning lists.
Business that are engaged in financial services, gambling etc.
are by nature a higher risk for any sanctions. Part of reviewing
these business models is to make sure these merchants have
the proper Sanctions policies and screening in place.
Supplier/Partner Screening
The PayU entities screen on the moment it enters into an
agreement with a new partner/supplier. PayU screens the
following items:
• the directors
• the entity
• the Ultimate Beneficial Owner (the “UBO”)
PayU takes a risk-based approach with regard to the
screening of its suppliers/partners. This means that PayU
screens every new partner and supplier before it enters into
an agreement with them with the exception if simplified due
diligence is applicable. In addition, PayU does not screen any
vendors whereby the total value of the agreement is an
amount below 25.000 USD. In the event of a new or changed
sanctions notification PayU will re-determine if any of its

partners or suppliers needs to be checked against the
sanctions list.
Consumer Screening
In the models where PayU operates in a B2C business model
PayU has the obligation to monitor also the consumers. The
PayU entities that operate a B2C business model screen on
the moment an individual becomes a new consumer of PayU,
in addition PayU screens the full consumer database every 6
months in order to check if any new updates regarding the
warning lists do not match the PayU consumer database.
In the models where PayU operates in the B2B business PayU
does not have a direct relationship with the consumer.
Therefore, in the view of PayU the obligation for screening
the consumers lays with the merchant of PayU and with the
banks. As PayU performs due diligence checks on its
merchants and vendors PayU is in a position that it may rely
on these third parties.
Transaction Screening
For monitoring purposes, PayU has thresholds in place for
transaction values and amounts that generate alerts and
trigger (additional) transaction screening. These threshold
parameters are based on the business and risk profile of a
merchant.
Furthermore, in the event that a local payment product or
international payment product transaction is derived from a
sanctioned country it is the PayU policy that depending on
the nature of the sanctions those transactions may not be
processed. Therefore, PayU implemented appropriate
measures for the processing of transactions related to
sanctioned countries. Among others PayU does not support
the local payment methods of sanctioned countries.
Moreover, regarding received transactions the local currency,
including country code and IP from sanctioned countries are
blocked in the systems and through the fraud tools PayU
operates.
Due to the set-up of international payment methods it may
be difficult to block or take measurements against certain
transactions. In the events where PayU is not in a position to
block the transaction due to the fact it does not receive the
proper information, PayU takes the position that it may rely
on their partners sanctions procedures.
Employee screening
PayU is committed to screen its Senior Management against
the sanctions list on the moment of hiring. As PayU operates
as a payment service and fintech provider PayU requires that
all its employees provide PayU with a certificate of good
standing on the moment of employment.
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Match
In the event of a possible match against the external
screening database PayU will investigate whether the match
is an actual match or a false positive. In the event of a
possible match it is the PayU regional Risk team who will
determine if there is a positive match. The Operational Risk
team will follow a 4 eyed principal check on all false positive
matches. The sign off from both employees will need to be
stored for auditing purposes. With determining if a positive
match is applicable the PayU regional Risk team uses – among
others – the guidance that is given by OFAC named “Assessing
OFAC Name Matches”. With a positive match the hit is
referred to the Regional PayU Legal and Compliance director
who will document the findings and will determine the
possible outcome of the hit. The Regional PayU Legal and
Compliance director will prepare a report for the PayU
regional leadership team and the Global head of Compliance
detailing the match and the outcome. The Global Head of
Compliance will report any hits to the PayU Global Leadership
team every quarter following the board reporting. In the
event of an actual match PayU will freeze the funds and
suspend any further services or mandatory requirements in
accordance with local law. In the event that there is no match
PayU will unfreeze the funds in accordance with the local
procedures.
Reporting and Recordkeeping
Reporting
In the event of an actual match regarding the merchant
database PayU will inform the applicable authority of the
details regarding the match. PayU has made the distinction
between mandatory and voluntarily reporting. In the
situations where it is mandatory for the applicable PayU
entity to report it will always report the findings of a match.
However there maybe situations or countries where PayU
does not have a mandatory reporting obligation, in those
situation PayU will – to the extent possible – still report the
findings of a match.
Recordkeeping

The PayU regional Risk department will record and keep all
the data with regard to a possible match and complete the
global Sanction Report Form (Please refer to Appendix I:
Sanction Report Form). In the event of a positive match the
Regional Legal and Compliance director will share this form
and the paper with the Global head of Compliance. PayU will
keep all the records of a possible and actual match, including
the notification it made to the authority at a centralised place
in accordance with the local period that is set for data
retention.

Board reporting

PayU recognises three leadership teams that will receive
frequent updates regarding the PayU sanction program:
- The Global leadership team
- The India leadership team
- The GPO leadership team
The Global Head of Compliance will report to the PayU Global and
GPO leadership team. The regional Legal and Compliance director for
India will report to the India leadership team. Every quarter the
different leadership teams will receive a report detailing the amount of
false positives and actual hits. In addition, an overview if any of the
sanctions are changed and if so, how these are implemented or lifted.
Training
As PayU operates in a highly regulated international
environment and its focus is on the emerging markets the
training and educating of all PayU’s employees is a key
success factor of the PayU’s Sanction policy and procedures.
The PayU Sanction trainings are tailored depending on the
employee’s role and will train and test employees and where
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needed third parties - among others – on why PayU does not
engage with entities and persons that are related to
Sanctions. In addition, on the PayU’s policies and procedures.
The PayU employees must pass a mandatory set of tailored
trainings at least once per year. The results of the mandatory
trainings are tracked and reported to middle management
and to the PayU Global Management team. The trainings of
PayU are updated regularly and the applicability of the
training are reviewed by the relevant stakeholders at least
ones per year. It is the aim of PayU to provide the employees
where needed face-to-face training. The online trainings and
courses are provided to the PayU employees through the
Prosus Training Academy which is a web-based tool that
makes it possible for all PayU employees to follow the online
courses and trainings. Details with regard to which trainings
and courses are incorporated can be found in the PayU
Compliance policy.

Appendix I: Sanction Report Form (Individual/Entity)
Sanction Report Form for individual(s) with a possible match:
Individual
A.

Personal details

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title:
Forename:
Surname:
Alias (if any):
Date of Birth:
Place of Birth:
Country of residence:
Nationality:
Passport Number:
Full address including post/zip code:
Any other known addresses:

B.

Nature of relationship

•

Please tick the appropriate:
1. Proposed new/current client(merchant/consumer);
2. Proposed new/current partner or supplier;
3. Other party: please elaborate;

•

Client/matter reference number(s): if applicable.

C.

Attachments

Please attach the following documents to this form as appropriate:
•
•
•

Copy of sanctions list screening result;
Copy of any correspondence or documentation that has led you to know or suspect that the person or entity is
subject to sanctions or associated with a target;
Any other documentation that you would consider as relevant.

D. Comments

Should you have any additional comments that you deem necessary to better understand the situation please
provide it in here:

E.

Report information

•
•

Date of making this report:
Name of person making the report:
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•
•

Position of person making the report in firm:
Signature of person reporting possible target match:

Sanction Report Form for entities with a possible match:
Entity
A.

Entity details

•
•
•
•
•

Full Legal Name:
Alias (if any):
Full address including post/zip code:
Registration number:
Country of registration:

B.

Nature of relationship

•

Please tick the appropriate:
1. Proposed new/current client(merchant/consumer);
2. Proposed new/current partner or supplier;
3. Other party: please elaborate;

•

Client/matter reference number(s): if applicable.

C.

Attachments

Please attach the following documents to this form as appropriate:
•
•
•

Copy of sanctions list screening result;
Copy of any correspondence or documentation that has led you to know or suspect that the person or entity is
subject to sanctions or associated with a target;
Any other documentation that you would consider as relevant.

D. Comments

Should you have any additional comments that you deem necessary to better understand the situation please
provide it in here:

E.

Report information

•
•
•

Date of making this report:
Name of person making the report:
Position of person making the report in firm:
Signature of person reporting possible target match:
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Appendix II: Glossary
Controlled goods
Controlled goods are primarily goods that have military or national security significance. Encryption technology, servers, radar,
decoders and accelerators could all be controlled goods. Controlled goods need to be registered with the applicable authorities
and require a license before they can be exported. It is the responsibility of the relevant group company to determine whether its
goods are controlled.
End-use
Goods that are not Controlled goods may require a license if their end-use is determined to be of a particular concern such as, for
example, if the goods have a military end-use.
European Union (sanctions)
The enforcement of EU sanctions is left to the Member States of the EU. Every EU Member State has designated one or more
authorities responsible for the enforcement of EU sanctions, including the issuance of licenses.
Export
Is the transferring or shipping of goods to another country. Exports can occur by regular mail, by hand, by visual inspection by a
foreign national, through upload to or download from an internet site, via e-mail or during a telephone conversation.
Goods
Are defined very broadly from a Sanctions perspective and include products, knowledge, data, technology, software, funds and
services.
United Nations (sanctions)
The UN can impose sanctions or restrictive measures on countries, companies and/or individuals by Resolutions of the Security
Council of the United Nations. UN Sanctions are global by nature and binding on UN member states
United States (sanctions)
US sanctions are administered and enforced primarily by the US Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”). The Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) covers dual use goods (goods that can be used for both civilian and military purposes) and the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) covers military items. US Economic Sanctions must be complied with by:
− US citizens, permanent residents, “green card” holders (wherever they are located);
− Individuals and organisations operating in the US (regardless of their nationality);
− Companies organised under the laws of the US and their foreign branches and affiliates; and
− Non-US companies and nationals dealing in items subject to US law (items incorporating controlled US-origin parts,
components, materials, software, or technology that exceed a minimum level).
Please note that the US can claim that US Sanctions apply even where there is only a limited connection to the US.
Third party
An entity, organization or individual not owned, controlled or employed by PayU that is retained to provide products or services
or engage in business activities on behalf of PayU.
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Appendix III: PayU Global Sanction list
Prosus applies the sanctions guidelines as described by the EU and OFAC, following the sanctions lists published by these bodies
(“EU and OFAC Sanction Lists”). Therefore, PayU shall follow this approach and screen all relevant third parties we engage business
with against such lists. For that, this PayU Global Sanction List sets the standard list to be followed by the PayU group in the sanction
procedures.

1. High Risk Countries/Regions
For the following countries, PayU shall ensure that we have a proper mechanism in place to deny third parties based in the listed
countries and block transactions originated in the listed countries:
1.a. Mandatory Countries
For the following countries, PayU is mandated to perform the block of transactions as mentioned above:
Cuba
Iran
North Korea
Sudan
Syria
1.b. Optional Countries
For the following countries, PayU will need to review if the business model requires PayU to block transactions from these
countries and/or enter into an agreement with a sanctioned entity from these countries:
Russia

2. Other Sanctioned Countries/Regions
This item lists the remaining countries mentioned in the EU and OFAC sanctions lists. For such countries PayU shall – if applicable
to its business model - ensure that it has proper controls in place to prevent that the entities within the PayU group will enter into
an agreement that is not in line with the EU and OFAC sanctions.
As a general rule for OFAC, entities that are 50 percent or greater owned by Specially Designated Nationals List (“SDNs”) are blocked.
However, there are special sanctions in place for specific countries. PayU shall identify the current sanction in place for such
countries and apply it accordingly.
Afghanistan
Balkans (Bosnia, Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia)
Belarus
Burundi
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Burma/Myanmar
Burundi
Central African Republic
Colombia
China
Congo
Egypt
Eritrea
Guinea (Conakry)
Guinea-Bissau
Iraq
Lebanon
Libya
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Mexico
Somalia
South Sudan
Tunisia
Ukraine (including Crimea region)
Venezuela
Yemen
Zimbabwe
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